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 Part number ØD Ød E F (daN)
Weight

(g)

Price 
each
1 to 5

*Depending on availability - Dimensions in mm

AlNico VAP
Magnetic stud with central hole

-  AINiCo magnets with central through drilled 
mounting hole

-  Both faces are machine finished and have a strong 
attraction force in a reduced size

- Working temperature -50°C to +450°C
- Good shock resistance
For recessed mounting, following precautions 
should be observed
-  in a non-ferrous support: none specified
-  in a ferrous support: magnet should be isolated from 

the support by an air gap or non-ferrous material

.Applications.
-  Suitable for fixing or positioning of components 

in reduced spaces and possibly subject to high 
temperatures

-  Positioning of inserts in moulding machines...

ØD

E

Active
face

Ød

VAP19-8 19 3,5 8,0 3,0 18 � 6,65 F
VAP28-9 29 5,0 9,0 5,0 46 � 10,62 F
VAP38-11 38 5,0 10,5 9,5 97 - 15,71 F

Stock*

DISCOUNTS
Qty 1+ 6+ 20+ 40+ 60+

Disc. List -15% -20% -30% On request



Our other products

AC

Strike for toggle latch,
12,13,18 and 20mm

PITA

Locking bolt, with T
handle

CHAE4060PA

Decorative
asymmetric screwed
hinge, Polyamide

SH2

Parallel axis helical
gear, Machined plastic
(delrin)

BLM

Spring loaded plunger
with ball tip, Stainless
steel body

NT63

Spur gear coaxial
gearbox, from 8 to 20
Nm - Inline

GLT2-17

Telescopic drawer
runners for groove
mounting, Partial
extension

G1

Steel spur gear, Steel
20NCD2

GMC

Flat profile - Round
guide, Flat profile -
round guide

NJM

Multiple junction
clamp, Multiple

M

Bellows cover,
Accessory:

HRV

V- rail guidance
Simple Select®
system, Rail with
carriage

Complementary products

PLC_PLT

Magnetic stud with
central hole, With
central hole

PLC_PLT

Magnetic stud with
threaded hole, With
threaded hole
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